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A high-resolution, three-dimensional model of Jupiter's 
Great Red Spot 
James Y-K. Cho, 1'2 Manuel de la Torre Ju•rez, 3'4 Andrew P. Ingersoll, 1 
and David G. Dritschel * 
Abstract. The turbulent flow at the periphery of the Great Red Spot (GRS) 
contains many fine-scale filamentary structures, while the more quiescent core, 
bounded by a narrow high-velocity ring, exhibits organized, possibly counterrotat- 
ing, motion. Past studies have neither been able to capture this complexity nor 
adequately study the effects of vertical stratification/m (z) on the GRS. We present 
results from a series of high-resolution, three-dimensional simulations that advect 
the dynamical tracer, potential vorticity. The detailed flow is successfully captured 
with a characteristic value of/m m 2000 km, independent of the precise vertical 
stratification profile. 
1. Introduction 
Voyager's and Galileo's reconnaissances transformed 
our picture of the dynamical character of Jupiter's Great 
Red Spot (GRS). The high-resolution images returned 
by the spacecrafts revealed associated motions involv- 
ing an enormous range of scales: the GRS is a coherent, 
synoptic-scale (,'•10 4 kin) vortex rotating in a region 
of highly turbulent., fine-scale filamentary cloud struc- 
tures (Plate 1). The images also revealed that, the most, 
dynamic region of t, he vortex, defined by a steep ve- 
locity gradient, is concentrated in a very narrow band 
at its perimeter. (For vector and streamfield plots of 
the GRS, see Figures 2 and 3, respectively, of Dowling 
and Ingersoll [1988]; see also Vasavada et al. [1998].) 
Such strong, sharp gradients bounding a vortex are not 
unique in planetary atmospheres. For example, Earth's 
wintertime stratospheric polar vortices are bounded by 
similarly steep gradients [Juckes and Mcintyre, 1987]. 
For the Earth's atmospheric vortices, it has long been 
recognized that a crucial requirement in understanding 
the detailed flow structure is the ability of numerical 
models to resolve the fine scales• 
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In this paper we summarize the results from a series 
of high-resolution, three-dimensional (a-D) numerical 
simulations of Jupiter's GRS and its environs. A well- 
tested method. which advects the materially conserved 
potential vorticity, is employed [Dritschel and Arubaurn, 
1997]. Note that both potential vorticity (PV) and 
clouds serve as dynamical tracers. Tracer fields pos- 
sess much greater small-scale structures than either the 
velocity or the stream field, allowing a more detailed 
comparison to be made against observations. Note also 
that because of the invertibility principle of PV [Hoskins 
et al.. 1985], the velocity vectors are roughly tangent to 
the PV. 
In the past, 2-D (1-or 1-}-layer) numerical simula- 
tions have been used, primarily focusing on the spot's 
dynamical origin and survivability [Williams, 1985; Mar- 
cus• 1988; Dowling and Ingersoll, 1989; Cho and Polvani, 
1996]. These studies have shown that despite their sim- 
plicity, single shallow-layer atmospheric dynamics mod- 
els can successfully explain the longevity of the GRS 
under a variety of Jovian-like conditions. 
However, because of their limited horizontal resolu- 
tion, those studies were unable to capture the detailed 
features of the complex flow observed within and around 
the GRS. In particular, in addition to the high-gradient 
ba, nd or ring feature mentioned above, some of the fea- 
tures in Plate I previously not captured are: (1) the 
possibly organized, medium-scale (-•1000 kin) struc- 
tures at the core of the GRS; (2) the strong southward 
bending of the westward flow immediately to the north 
of the GRS; (3) the undulating filament trailing to the 
northeast of the GRS; and (4) the fine-scale filamentary 
structures at the periphery of the vortex, which par- 
tially wrap around the GRS, giving its "cuspy" sides. 
In addition, the full effects of atmospheric stratifica- 
tion, characterized by the Brunt-Viiis/ilii (buoyancy) 
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Plate 1. Jupiter's Great Red Spot, (GRS)' a mosaic from Voyager, with orientation as indicated. 
The GRS is characterized by (1) a high-velocity ring feature demarcating its boundary and 
medium-scale structures at the core; (2) a strong southward bending of westward flow at the 
northwestern side; (3) trailing undulations to the northeast; and (4) the fine-s. cale filamentary 
structures at the periphery-of the vortex, giving a "cat's eye" shape. 
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frequency, on the G RS were not studied since a high 
vertical resolution (many layers) is necessary for such a 
study. Only recently, two simulations with more than 
one vertical degree of freedom have been performed 
[Achterberg and Ingersoll, 1989; Williams, 1997]. How- 
ever, they still lacked the horizontal resolution to cap- 
ture the mentioned features of interest or to study the 
de[ailed effects of the Brunt-Vgis•ilg frequency on the 
flow in and around the G RS. 
2. Model 
In this work we model the region of the atmosphere 
in which the GRS can be followed with visible (cloud 
and haze) tracers. This region is stably stratified and 
rapidly rotating; hence the motion is predominantly 
layer-wise. Therefore we use the quasi-geostrophic (QG) 
approximation [Pedlosky, 1979], appropriate for any 
synoptic-scale structure on timescales much shorter than 
the diabatic warming or radiative cooling times. The 
governing equation expresses the material conservation 
and transport of PV, q: 
where 
Dq 0 
Dt =-- (• +v.57) q- 0, (1) 
q • 
i o 
f + v'½ + pT(po fo • 0½ + (2) 
In (1), v=(u, v)= (-O½/Oy, O½/Ox) is the horizon- 
tal velocity, where '½ = '½(x, y,z, t) is the streamfunc- 
t. ion. In (2), 572 is the horizontal Laplacian; f = fo+/•y 
is the Coriolis parameter, with /• being the planetary 
vort. icity gradient. E = 7(x,y,t)5(z) is the equivalent. 
sheet. contribution t.o the PV by the generally inhomo- 
geneous boundary condition [Hoskins et al., 1985] at. 
the bottom (z = 0), with D7'/Dt = 0 and 5(z) being 
a Dirac delta function. Also, po(z) and N(z) are the 
basic-state density and the Brunt Viiisglii profiles, re- 
spectively, in log-pressure coordinate z. The description 
and extensive tests of the numerical algorithm used to 
solve the governing equation are presented by Dritschel 
and A rubaurn [1997]. 
3. Results 
The typical results from our numerical simulations 
are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Although much of 
the computed detail far exceeds the resolution capac- 
ity of the graphics (and hence is only partially ren- 
dered in the figures), the 3-D flow field when plotted 
is still quite complex. Therefore the view from the 
top is presented for clarity and the PV contours in the 
lower layers are shown as dashed lines. (In the cases 
shown here, the flow is vertically very uniform.) In 
all the simulations, the computational domain is dou- 
bly periodic on the sides (of 2rr x 10 4 km each) with 
a flat bottom (OO/Oz: 0, ?' = 0) and a free surface 
(00/Oz+N20/g = 0) at the top (z = 1.25H•, where H, 
is the density scale height). The latter boundary condi- 
tion is general and reduces to the traditional "rigid-lid" 
approximation (O.O/Oz -+ 0) for a weakly stratified at- 
mosphere (N -+ 0). 
In Figure 1, an eight-layer (eight vertical modes) sim- 
ulation is shown at two different times; we have per- 
formed calculations with up to 60 layers and have veri- 
fied that the results presented here do not change qual- 
itatively with higher vertical resolution. Here, N(z)- 
N* z, where N*-cNs with c being a constant and Ns -- 
(#2/T• cp) •/2 _ 0.017 s- •, using the standard Jupiter 
values [Ingersoll, 1990] of g- 22.9 m s -2, cp - 13213 
m 2 s -2 K -•, and T•- 140 K. The density scale height, 
Hs- RTs/g, is 23.1 km with R-3779.1 m 2 s -2 K-•; 
the characteristic Rossby deformation radius, Ln* = 
N*Hs/fo, is 2000 km with f0 - 4rrsin(-22.5)/35740 
s -• - 1.3x10 -4 s-•; and the relative density and pres- 
sure profiles are p(z)/p(O)- p(z)/p(O)- exp(-z/H.,). 
The simulation time unit., t-1, corresponds t.o 0.2 Jo- 
vian days, or ,-•0.1 GRS turnaround times; a fourth- 
order accurate Runge-Kut. t.a scheme is used for the time 
stepping. 
The common initial configuration for all the cases 
discussed in this work is shown in Figure l a. In the 
domain, uniform areas of PV are contoured by lines, 
which are advect. ed by the flow. Thus the lines serve 
as flow tracers. The GRS is initially specified as an 
elliptical column of uniform relative vort. icity (q - f), 
centered at. -22.5 o with semimajor and semiminor di- 
ameters of 2 x 10 4 and 1 x 10 4 km, respectively. The 
column is "embedded" (In the observations, as well as 
in our simulations, the GRS "overfills" the jets.) in a 
pair of barotropic (z-independent) E-W jets: one west- 
ward at -200 latitude and the other eastward at -280 
latitude. A jet here is composed of two uniform strips 
of PV, with each strip representing an edge (equator- 
ward or poleward) of the jet and the jump between them 
corresponding to the jet core (extremum); the size and 
strength of a jet is related to the width of the strips 
and the jump value between them. In our simulations 
a series of strips and jumps is chosen to initially match 
the zonal (E-W)jets presented by Liraaye [1986], as 
well as the planetary vorticity gradient, at the latitudes 
near the G RS. The resulting flow is due to the com- 
bined contributions from the vortex, the jets, and the 
planetary rotation. 
The situation is similar to that in several past sim- 
ulations. However, unlike in those studies, the jets in 
our study more accurately represent the observed flow 
near the GRS, deflecting from their respective latitudes 
and bending around the vortex column as they zonally 
traverse the domain (See, for example, the line imme- 
diately north of the ellipse, which spans E-W all the 
way across the donmin.). Note also that the dynamical 
structures in our sinrelations (vortex and jets) inter- 
act and evolve freely, without being subject to the in- 
fluence of externally imposed conditions (e.g., uniform 
shear or bottom topography)' the evolution, including 
any baroclinicity that develops, is strictly due to the 






Figure 1. Potential vorticity isocontours from an eight-layer simulation with N(z)- N*z such 
that Ln* •2000 km: (a) t-0 and (b) t-533, where t - I corresponds to •0.1 GRS turnaround 
times. The field is a superposition of the individual vorticity contributions from the vortex 
("GRS"), the jets ("JE" and "JW," indicating position of eastward and westward jet maxima, 
respectively), and the planetary vorticity gradient (equally spaced unmarked horizontal ines). 
Areas of constant potential vorticity are demarcated with material lines, which subsequently move 
with the flow as tracers. The top view is shown. The flow in Figure lb, which evolved starting 
from the configuration in Figure la, very realistically resembles the observation (compare with 
Plate 1): the shape, stability, and fine-scale filamentary structures, as well as the core motion, are 
all captured in this simulation. There is no qualitative difference in the flow pattern at !-2000 
or with the sixty-layer vertical resolution. 
nonlinear interaction between the free structures in the 
flow. The important effects of imposed, dynamic (i.e., 
time-dependent) bottom boundary conditions, arising 
from the neutrally stable motion from below, will be 
reported elsewhere. 
Starting with the initial condition depicted in Figure 
la, the evolution after 533 time units (-•53 GRS rota- 
tions) is shown in Figure lb. By comparing Figure lb 
with Plate 1, it can be seen that numerous detailed fea- 
tures in the latter, not obtained in previous simulations, 
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Figure 2. Potential vorticity isocontours from two dif- 
ferent simulations with all parameters identical to those 
of Figure 1, except N*, which is (a) twice and (b) half of 
that in Figure lb. The flow fields at (a) t--360 and (b) 
t--3300 are shown; the initial configurations for both 
simulations are as in Figure la. The N* (and hence 
/•*) values in both simulations lead to unstable or in- 
coherent GRS, in direct contrast to the observations; 
thus they are not the appropriate values for the GRS. 
are realistically captured in this simulation. First, thin 
filaments are formed and advected around the elliptical 
vortex column, tracing a cuspy "cat's eye" flow pattern, 
which resembles very closely the actual flow around the 
GRS. Second, the initial E-W symmetry of the flow is 
clearly broken as the westward flow north of the GRS is 
substantially pulled southward at the northwestern side 
of the vortex. Third, a tight ring of high PV gradient 
(bundle of PV lines) is formed, capturing the familiar, 
characteristic "collar" of the GRS. In both the simu- 
lation and the observations, the ring corresponds to a 
well-organized circulating region of high velocity in the 
[low. 
In QG dynamics, such a sharp feature is a natural 
consequence of a small Lr• (small compared to the size 
of the vortex); here, Lr• varies linearly from 0 km at the 
bottom to 2000 km at the top. Another consequence is 
the relatively quiescent (compared to the ring) vortex 
center, where there is a notable absence of compara- 
bly large-scale, organized structure. Instead, the center 
contains smaller-scale (,--1000 km) coherent structures, 
which slowly counter rotate with respect to the outer 
ring (Figure lb), as reported in recent Galileo observa- 
tions [Vasavada et al., 1998]. We also note here a small 
amount of baroclinicity (Ov/Oz)in the flow (exhibited 
by the dashed lines) due to the strong stratification. 
The flow is, in general, barotropic (vertically coherent), 
as in Voyager and Galileo observations. A longer time 
integration (of up to t: 2000) shows the vortex to be 
stable and the overall flow to be not too different from 
that in Figure lb, except for a westward translation due 
to drift caused by the/• effect. 
For an atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium with 
vertical temperature profile T: T(z) and lapse rate 
OT/Oz, the buoyancy frequency profile 
OT g_) - + ' 
The N(z)= N, 4(z)profile used in the simulation of 
Figure lb, where •(z) is an arbitrary function, is based 
on the temperature profiles obtained by the Voyager ra- 
dio occultation measurements [Lindal et al., 1981] and 
is similar to a previously used profile [Achterberg and 
Ingersoll, 1989]. The only other data (from the Galileo 
probe) show that the lapse rate is close to zero but 
subadiabatic down to 24 bar pressure level [Seiff et al., 
1996]. Hence we have varied the vertical stratification 
profile using several different functional forms. In our 
simulations we have observed that the evolution is not 
critically sensitive to the precise functional form (e.g., 
linear, quadratic, exponential, or even constant) of the 
N(z) profile in the modeled height range. It is, how- 
ever, very strongly sensitive to the maximum value of 
N(z), clearly establishing the dynamically significant 
role of N* (and hence •*) for the GRS and its sur- 
rounding region on Jupiter. Note that the uncertain 
moisture content of Jupiter's atmosphere most strongly 
affects the stability structure far below the visible cloud 
deck and, given our results, is not expected to play a 
significant, stabilizing dynamical role. 
The role of • in geophysical-astrophysical fluid dy- 
namics is well known. Of particular interest here is 
its ability to screen and reduce the interaction strength 
between the flow structures. The GRS and the back- 
ground jets are shielded from their mutual interaction 
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approximately exponentially fast with their separation 
distance. In addition, it has been recently shown that a 
QG vortex column of height-to-width ratio • less than 
roughly 3fo/N=3Hs/Im (here, •--•0.001 and 3fo/N• 
0.01) in a horizontal straining field is baroclinically 
stable to 3-D disturbances [Dritsch½l and de la Torre 
dudfez, 1996]. That is, a weakly interacting, coherent 
shallow vortex column is both horizontally and verti- 
cally stable: hence the localized, coherent, and predom- 
inantly barotropic look of the flow in Figure lb, and, we 
believe, the GRS. To illustrate this point further, the 
dynamical responses to variations in N* are shown in 
Figure 2. 
Figure 2a shows the behavior for a case with all simu- 
lation parameters identical to those of Figure lb, except 
with N* --• 2N* The characteristic Rossby deforma- 
tion radius/m* is now 4000 km. The flow is shown at 
t = 360, or •36 GRS rotations. Initially, the evolution 
for this case is similar to that in Figure lb. However, 
because of to the increase in the interaction length, the 
vortex is no longer weakly interacting, and the evolution 
is much more dynamic in this case. After a brief "sim- 
ilar" period (at t • 250) the jet-vortex system quickly 
and violently becomes unstable, as shown in Figure 2a.. 
Most notably, the vortex begins to precess and eventu- 
ally splits the bottom eastward jet, deflecting part of it 
southward on the west side of the GRS and northward 
on the east, side. Afterward, the two deflected streams 
suffer Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (large undulations 
of the PV due to adverse horizontal shear, Oq/O!t), and 
vertical sheets of PV roll up into many vortex columns 
south of the GRS. This is contrary to observations. In 
addition, unlike in the previous case, the core always 
corotares with the outer ring; hence no counterrotating 
motion is observed in this case. The only common fea- 
ture with the previous case is that the evolution is again 
quite barotropic, even after a long time; only in the pas- 
sive (weak), thin filaments are there signs of baroclinic- 
ity. 
Figure 2b shows the behavior for a case with all simu- 
lation parameters identical to those of Figure lb, except 
with N* -• N*/2. Therefore Ia* is now 1000 km. The 
flow is shown at t: 3300, or •330 (IBS rotations. As 
in Figure 2a, the flow is again markedly different than 
that shown in Figure lb. In this case the vortex is 
not coherent. There is an immediate and severe vortex 
wave breaking in the northwes/.ern sector of the vortex, 
and weak trailing vortices and tangles of filaments form 
later east of the vortex. Most. notably, the PV in the 
latitude band in which the vortex was initially located 
eventually becomes very well-homogenized, to the point 
that the "GRS" is now even difficult to detect (Figure 
2b). This means that none of the characteristic features 
of the G RS, such as the ring, is present. As discussed 
earlier, this loss of coherence is due to the sinall inter- 
action length /m as a consequence, the vortex cannot 
maintain its shape as it effectively loses the ability to 
"feel" the other side of itself. In addition, for a long 
time (•1000 time units), there is no core motion at all. 
These behaviors are all again contrary to observations. 
As expected, we have observed that the loss of coher- 
ence is even more pronounced in the cases with smaller 
N*, in which the "GRS" completely fails to maintain 
its oval shape and is simply smeared out into a band. 
Although both of the behaviors in Figure 2 are permissi- 
ble solutions of the QG equation, they are not observed 
on Jupiter. Hence the most likely N(z) profile for the 
GRS is the one used in the case of Figure lb. 
4. Summary 
In conclusion, following Marcus [1988] and Achtcr- 
bet# and In#ersoll [1994], we have used QG dynamics 
to model Jupiter's GRS. Here we have extended the 
previous studies by performing our simulations with un- 
constrained structures and with much greater horizon- 
tal and vertical resolutions, allowing us to investigate 
in detail the hydrodynamic stability and shape of the 
GRS. Since the actual vertical structure of the atmo- 
sphere (/re(z)) at the GRS region is not known, we 
have assumed several representative structure profiles 
and found Chat [he 3-D flow is very sensitive to the char- 
acterisfic value of the deformation radius/m* (while less 
sensitive to the precise functional dependence on z): the 
case with /m* m 2000 km gives realistic-looking flows, 
while the cases with •4000 km and •1000 km do not. 
The 2000 km value is consistent with the vertical struc- 
ture profile obtained by Lindal et al. [1981] for several 
locations on Jupiter away from the GRS region, sug- 
gesting that that. profile may be more representative of 
the entire planet. Our simulations how that, although 
physically simple, the QG model can capture very ac- 
curat. ely the highly complex flow patterns revealed in 
Voyager and Galileo images as well as tightly constrain 
and identify the crucial aspects of the vertical structure 
of the region in and around the G RS. 
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